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ONE RED SKY 
HUGO SÓ 

Hugo has captured a stunning 
seascape, with the dramatic red sky 

perfectly complimenting the churning 
waters. The shot is beautifully framed, 
with the foreground rocks drawing the 

eye into the frame very effectively.
http://tiny.cc/vmar6x

http://hugosophotography.wix.com/hugosophotography


JOIN THE CLUB...
Welcome to the world’s  
No.1 weekly digital 
photography magazine. 
If you’re already a 

reader, thanks for your continued 
support and involvement; if you’re 
new to Photography Week, you’ve 
come to the right place! In addition 
to expert advice, brilliant tips and 
step-by-step tutorials, every issue 
features interactive galleries of the 
best new photos, how-to videos on 

essential shooting and editing 
techniques, and in-depth video 
reviews of the latest cameras. 

But that’s not the whole story. 
Photography Week is more than 
a magazine – it’s a community 
of like-minded people who are 
passionate about photography. 
To get involved, just follow any 
of the links below and share your 
shots and comments – your photo 
might even appear on our cover!

W e l c o m e

We’re more than just a magazine – read on and discover the many  
ways you can interact with and enjoy Photography Week

JOIN THE PHOTOgraPHy WEEk 
COmmUNIT y aNd sTarT sHarINg! 
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Find out what’s inside this issue
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The week’s headlines
New tech from panasonic lets 
you shoot first and focus later
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w h at ’ s  h o t
The week’s Top headlines in phoTography

sn e w

Panasonic is offering a new firmware upgrade that will update select cameras in 
its Lumix range with the ability to enable any area of a photograph to be in focus 

New PaNasoNic ‘Post Focus’ Firmware 
lets you shoot First, Focus later

e
ver had the experience of 

opening what was supposed 

to be a memorable portrait 

shot on your computer, only to find that 

your camera has focused on an object in 

the background and your subjects are 

frustratingly out of focus? Panasonic’s 

new Post Focus technology aims to 

make such mishaps a thing of the past.

Post Focus enables the camera to 

shoot a series of frames, each with a 

different focus distance. then, after 

shooting, you can choose which frame 

has the focus you want by touching 

on the area you want to be in focus in 

playback mode, and a new image with 

the selected focus will be produced.

Panasonic says Post Focus has been 

made possible by combining its Depth 

from Defocus autofocus technology 

and 4K technology. Burst images in 4K 

resolution (3840 x 2160 pixels) are shot at 

30fps while detecting up to 49 areas of a 

frame for focus points at different depths 

of field. the firmware update, for the 

Lumix GX8, the Lumix G7 and the FZ330, 

is available at Panasonic’s website  

(http://tiny.cc/o4ko6x). Check out the 

video to see Post Focus in action.

watch the v ideo
ht tp: // t iny.cc /posm6x



http://www.nikon.co.uk/training/


ut R ef e a

Take iT slow wiTh 
seascapes

To get classic pictures at the coast you need to take 
things slow, and use a long shutter speed. Chris George 

shows you how to big up the blur

timing is the key to shooting great 
seascapes. You need to be there 
at the right time of day, but just as 

important is the timing of the exposure. 
for a raging, stormy sea, a fast shutter 
speed can be appropriate, but with 
calmer waters, the best approach is to 
take it slow - very slow. Shutter speeds 
that are seconds long turn even the 
gentlest waters into a smooth, silky blur, 
and the expanse of water takes on a 
milky white appearance that contrasts 
with the rocks and other features.

all landscapes will tend to look their 
best if you get up at first light, or stay 

out until dusk. But these dimmer parts 
of the day are particularly appropriate 
for milky seascapes, and the low light 
will give you longer exposures than 
you could get in the middle of the day. 
However, a little bit of blur in the water 
isn’t enough to give you the effect you 
want - you either need to shoot after 
sunset or just before dawn, when the 
only light is that reflected from the sky. 

alternatively, give your camera a 
helping hand by fitting an ND (neutral 
density) filter. these dark grey filters 
(not to be confused with graduated 
neutral density filters, or ND grads) 

block a percentage of the light entering 
the camera and enable you to use 
shutter speeds that are seconds long, 
even in the middle of the day. ND filters 
are available in a variety of strengths. 
a three-stop ND will increase a shutter 
speed of 1/4 sec to 2 secs, while a 
10-stop ND will increase a 1/4 sec 
exposure to a full four minutes!

as these filters make your camera’s 
viewfinder very dark, they aren’t the 
easiest accessories to use, but our 
step-by-step guide will show you how 
to make sure you come home with a 
great-looking seascape every time. 
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Step by Step: long expoSure coaStal ShotS

ut R ef e a

choose your locaTion
Ideally you need to find somewhere where you can get down near the water as it breaks over the shore. You also need the sun 
to be low in the sky, so it picks out the rocks. for all this information, try a program or app that enables you to work out the best 

locations, and the best time to shoot them - Lighttrac, a paid-for app for apple and android devices, is a good choice. 

waTch The Tide
It’s no good just turning up at dusk or dawn – you need to 

check the tides. as a rule, these shots look better if the tide is 
going out, because this ensures that the wet rocks glisten, but 

you also need the water to be high enough to break against 
the rocks. uK photographers can visit bbc.in/tide-tables to 

check the tides online.

Find your Foreground
When you get to your location, the first thing you need to do 
is find the best camera angle, and it’s easier to move around 

and do this without your tripod. You need to find a focal 
point, such as a headland or lighthouse, as well as a good 

foreground – getting down low will help to make foreground 
rocks look prominent in the frame. 
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Step by Step: long expoSure coaStal ShotS

ut R ef e a

keep iT level
Set your camera up on a tripod. It’s essential that your D-SLR is perfectly level – sloping horizons are especially noticeable in 
seascapes, but it’s harder to check this in the viewfinder or Live View in low light. Use a spirit level in the hotshoe, or switch on 

Live View and use the grid overlay to make sure you get things straight.

geT seT To go slow
to get long shutter speeds, first switch to aperture 

Priority mode and set a narrow aperture of around f/16, with a 
low ISO - ISO100, or 50 if it’s available. focus on a point about 

a third of the way up the frame – depending on the light, 
you might need to use a torch to light up this point.

check The Focus and lock iT down
take a test shot to check the focus. If everything is sharp, lock 

the focus by switching your lens to manual focus. Now fit 
your ND filter. Choose a strength that gets you an exposure of 
between 15 secs and two minutes. See the ‘ND Strengths and 

Speeds’ page for more about choosing an ND filter.



ut R ef e a

employ a graduaTe
With most seascapes, your shots will also benefit from using a second filter – a graduated ND filter that darkens the sky in the 
top half of the shot, while enabling a normal exposure in the foreground. a two-stop (0.6) soft-edged grad is a good all-round 

choice that will do wonders for most landscape shots.

7

minimise vibraTions
With such long shutter speeds, you’ll need to use a cable 

release and Live View to avoid shaky shots caused by 
the camera’s mirror moving as it takes the picture. the 

combination of long exposures and Live View means your 
battery won’t last long, so make sure you have a spare.

8
keep The lens clean

Salt spray on the front of the lens is an occupational 
hazard, and if you don’t check for it, it can leave marks on 
your pictures that can be hard to clone out. Make sure you 

have a lens cloth at the ready – and a towel, just in case 
there’s a bigger wave that catches you unawares!

9

Step by Step



When it comes to seascapes, slower is better

shuTTer speed choice: 
go long!

ut R ef e a

these comparison images show very clearly that a shutter speed of a couple of seconds is simply not enough to create an attractive 
‘milky water’ effect. By fitting an ND filter you can get an exposure of 30 seconds or so, which gives a much better effect.

2 secs 30 secs



ut R ef e a

Your at-a-glance guide to ND filter strengths

nd sTrengThs and speeds

Neutral density filters are sold in different strengths, and different scales are used to measure this. Some manufacturers use an NDxx 
number, others refer to optical density, and some refer to the light reduction in eVs or ‘stops’. this table compares the different systems, 

and shows how long a shutter speed each strength of filter will give you.

FilTer opTical 
densiTy

lighT 
reducTion 
in sTops

1/4000 sec 1/1000 sec 1/250 sec 1/60 sec 1/15 sec 1/4 sec 1 sec 4 secs

no FilTer 0 0 1/4000 sec 1/1000 sec 1/250 sec 1/60 sec 1/15 sec 1/4 sec 1 sec 4 secs

nd2 0.3 1 1/2000 sec 1/500 sec 1/125 sec 1/30 sec 1/8 sec 1/2 sec 2 secs 8 secs

polariser up to 0.5 up to 1 2/3 1/1250 sec 1/320 sec 1/80 sec 1/20 sec 1/5 sec 1.3 secs 3 secs 13 secs

nd4 0.6 2 1/1000 sec 1/250 sec 1/60 sec 1/15 sec 1/4 sec 1 sec 4 secs 16 secs

nd8 0.9 3 1/500 sec 1/125 sec 1/30 sec 1/8 sec 1/2 sec 2 secs 8 secs 30 secs

nd16 1.2 4 1/250 sec 1/60 sec 1/15 sec 1/4 sec 1 sec 4 secs 16 secs 60 secs

nd32 1.5 5 1/125 sec 1/30 sec 1/8 sec 1/2 sec 2 secs 8 secs 30 secs 2 mins

nd64 1.8 6 1/60 sec 1/15 sec 1/4 sec 1 sec 4 secs 16 secs 60 secs 4 mins

nd100 2 6 2/3 1/40 sec 1/10 sec 1/2 sec 2.5 secs 10 secs 40 secs 160 secs 11 mins

nd256 2.4 8 1/15 sec 1/4 sec 1 sec 4 secs 16 secs 60 secs 4 mins 15 mins

nd400 2.6 8 2/3 1/20 sec 1/5 sec 1.6 secs 6 secs 25 secs 100 secs 6 mins 26 mins

nd500 2.7 9 1/8 sec 1/2 sec 2 secs 8 secs 30 secs 2 mins 8 mins 30 mins

nd1000 3 10 1/4 sec 1 sec 4 secs 16 secs 60 secs 4 mins 15 mins 60 mins

shuTTer speed conversion

how To choose an nd FilTer
there are different filter types and systems to consider, as well as different strengths of filter

choose a 
sTrengTh

ND filters come in a huge 
range of strengths. a one-
stop (0.3 or ND2) filter cuts 

out just 50% of the light, 
while a 10-stop (ND1000) 
filter blocks 99.9% of the 

light. the stronger versions 
are best for seascapes.

round or 
square?

Round filters are the best 
option for ND filters, as they 

prevent any light leaks. 
However, if you’re using 

an ND filter in conjunction 
with an ND graduated filter, 
the square slot-in type are a 

good choice.

variable nd 
FilTers

Variable ND filters use two 
polarising filters in one 

mount, and the front ring 
is rotated to vary the ND’s 

strength. they’re popular for 
shooting video, as you can 

use wide apertures however 
bright the light.

combining 
FilTers

a useful tip is that two ND 
filters can be used together 
– two 3-stop NDs on top of 

each other will give a 6-stop 
effect. It’s worth noting too 

that a standard circular 
polarising filter can block out 

almost two stops of light.
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X P O S U R E
The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

Victor 
Niall O’laOire 

A stag stands victorious after chasing off a rival during the annual deer rut in London’s richmond Park. the second stag and  
the tree, partially obscured by the mist, create background interest without distracting from the main subject.

http://tiny.cc/utto6x

http://tiny.cc/utto6x


The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

gLow 
Jessica DuNN 
Beads of water on a spider’s web make 
up an image of contrasting textures, 
and the cool blue backdrop creates the 
impression of icicles or snowflakes.
http://tiny.cc/m5to6x

FALL coLor 
lu ZhaNg
golden autumn colours contrast 
beautifully with the deep blue sky in 
this dizzying image, shot in a forest in 
ontario, canada.
http://tiny.cc/01vo6x

http://tiny.cc/m5to6x
http://tiny.cc/01vo6x


The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

the SPiritS return 
JOsé ramOs
the northern Lights look stunning 
enough when viewed in the sky, but José 
has doubled up on the colours and drama 
with this spectacular reflection shot 
taken in Jokulsarlon, iceland.
http://tiny.cc/bvyo6x

DroPS 
aNDreJs FJODOrOvs

Andredjs’ multi-layered close-up shot 
is packed with rich textures and detail, 

enhanced by a well-judged exposure that 
captures maximum contrast.

http://tiny.cc/fhzo6x

http://tiny.cc/bvyo6x
http://tiny.cc/fhzo6x


The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

Mourning oF KerBeLA 
ayhaN ÇaKar
this striking image was taken at a 
religious ceremony in istanbul. with 
the other faces defocused or obscured, 
the contemplative expression of the 
subject captures our attention.
http://tiny.cc/8u4o6x

ceciLe 
De FONK
the tight depth of field and muted 
backdrop ensure that the eye is drawn 
irresistibly to the facial features in this 
enigmatic and atmospheric portrait. 
http://tiny.cc/n8zo6x

http://tiny.cc/8u4o6x
http://tiny.cc/n8zo6x


The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

MiniMALiSt LighthouSe 
gary clarK
the black and white treatment, along with 
the blurred water and sky, emphasise the 
solitary nature of the lighthouse in gary’s 
understated long-exposure seascape.
http://tiny.cc/t60o6x

PhotogrAPhy weeK wAntS your PhotoS!  
taken a portrait you’re particularly proud of? Shot a sensational sunset you’d like to 
show off? then join the Photography Week Facebook community and share your best 
photos today! you’ll get feedback from fellow readers and the Photography Week 
team, plus the chance to appear in Xposure, or even on our cover!

FacebOOK
http://tiny.cc/bljpjx

FlicKr 
http://tiny.cc/8kgpjx

http://tiny.cc/t60o6x
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H
ow do you kick-start your 
creativity? Sometimes you just 
need to force yourself to get 

down to it every day, which certainly 
seems to have worked for Brooke Di 
Donato. Brooke, who’s based in New 
York City, started a 365 project, which 
caused her creativity to blossom. “Most 
of the photos weren’t very good to be 
honest,” she tells Bored Panda.com. 
“But practising every day is the best 

Brooke Di Donato started a 365 project to kick-start her creativity - and  
the results are as provocative as they are technically accomplished

thing I ever did for my photography.”  
As you can perhaps tell from Brooke’s 
images, she’s influenced by psychology 
and surrealism. As she says at her 
website (http://tiny.cc/bxgo6x), her 
photos “seek to blur the boundaries of 
fiction by fusing real-life narratives with 
dream-like elements”. It’s all a far cry 
from the photojournalism Brooke 
studied in college, so a photo a day 
clearly keeps the stagnation at bay...

I T ’ S  C O O L ,  T H AT
The besT Thing we’ve seen This week

I N S P TI r A OI N

practice makes perturbing

see the gallery 
ht tp: // t iny.cc /udqm6x



c r a s h  c o u r s e 
ESSENTIAL PHOTO SKILLS MADE EASY

s K I L   L   s

Chris Rutter shows you how you can use a tilt-shift lens  
to produce six different effects

TilT iT, shifT iT!

2
hrs

The shallow depth of field 
effect that you can capture 
with tilt-and-shift lenses has 
become hugely popular. 

however, creating this ‘toy town’ look is 
not their only use. Tilt-and-shift lenses 

enable you to move the body of the 
lens in relation to the sensor. The shift 
movement keeps the lens parallel to the 
sensor, but moves it up, down or from 
side to side, enabling you to control the 
perspective of your image. Tilting the 

lens shifts the plane of focus, enabling 
you to increase or decrease the amount 
of the scene that’s in focus. If you want 
to get the best quality results without 
having to resort to any software tricks, a 
tilt-and-shift lens is the only option.



SHIfT EffEcTS

s K I L   L   s

Panoramic shots
Using the shift movement you can produce a series of images that can easily be stitched together in software such as Photomerge in 
Photoshop. Once you’ve positioned the camera, all you need to do is take three shots, one with the lens shifted left, one centred and 
one right. This technique can’t produce the extremely wide panoramas that can be captured by rotating the camera, but because the 

camera is in a fixed position they are easy to set up and stitch together.

avoiding 
obstructions or 

reflections
sometimes it’s 

impossible to position 
the camera to avoid 
obstructions such as 
fences appearing in 
the frame. however, 
it’s often possible 

to use the shift 
movement to alter 

the viewpoint enough 
for the obstruction 
to be just out of the 
frame. The shift can 
also be handy for 

avoiding including a 
reflection of yourself 
when shooting shiny 
surfaces. You simply 
move to one side (or 
up or down) and then 
compensate for this 
change in viewpoint 
by shifting the lens 

to let you recompose 
the shot without the 

reflection. 

before after

after

before

 correct converging verticals
The classic use of the shift movement is to avoid 

converging verticals in your images. To achieve this you 
start with the lens in its normal position and, making 

sure that the camera is level and the sensor is vertical, 
frame your basic image. But at this stage the shot won’t 

include the top of the subject, and there will be too much 
foreground, so you shift the lens upwards, which will alter 
the framing of the shot to include the top of the subject 

while keeping everything straight in the frame. 

before

after



TILT EffEcTS

s K I L   L   s

toy town effects
This effect is usually achieved by pointing 

the camera down, and then tilting the 
lens up. it’s often most successful when 
shooting from a high viewpoint, as this 
means that you can angle the camera 
more than when shooting at the same 

level as the subject. Tilting the lens 
upwards means that the plane of focus 

moves in the opposite direction to the way 
that the subject is positioned, producing 

an extremely shallow area of sharp focus. 
This effect is most pronounced when using 

wide apertures, and you’ll also need to 
refocus on the area that you want to be 

sharp, because tilting the lens completely 
alters the focus settings on the lens.

sideways tilt
similar to the toy town effect, 
this relies on the extremely 
shallow depth of field, but 
instead of tilting the lens 

up you rotate it and tilt it to 
one side. This is perfect for 

shooting scenes in which there 
are objects that are the same 
distance from the camera at 
either side of the frame. By 

tilting the lens sideways you 
can then throw the subject 

on one side of the frame out 
of focus, while keeping the 

subject on the opposite side of 
the frame sharp. 

increasing dePth of field
This effect is one of the more subtle uses 
of the tilt movement. it can enable you 
to keep a subject sharp, which would 
otherwise be impossible even using 

extremely narrow apertures. Once you’ve 
framed your shot, tilt the lens slowly 

towards the subject that you want to keep 
in focus. This moves the plane of focus, 
so that instead of being parallel to the 
sensor, it corresponds to the surface of 

the subject that you want to keep in focus.

before after

before after



Simulate a graduated lens filter to balance the exposure of high-contrast shots

HOW TO...

use THe GraduaTed FilTer TOOl

l i g h t r o o m
LEARN ESSENTIAL EDITING SKILLS FAST!

E d i t i N g

he graduated Filter is one of 
the most useful tools lightroom 
has to offer. As the name 

suggests, the tool enables you to apply 
graduated adjustments to your images, 
and among other things you can use it 
to balance the exposure of an image 
which contains a bright sky and a darker 
landscape, simulating the effect of a 
graduated lens filter fitted to camera.

to use the tool you simply draw a line 
in your image to create a gradient: the 

area behind the point from which you 
start drawing will have the full effect 
applied to it, and the area beyond where 
you finish drawing remains unaffected; 
the adjustment is graduated between 
these two areas. in addition to altering 
the length of the gradient you can also 
rotate it to change its direction.

the great thing about using the tool 
is that you have complete control over 
both the shape of the gradient and the 
adjustments you can apply - so, for 

example, in addition to darkening a sky 
to bring out detail you can also boost 
the colour and contrast of the sky. once 
you’ve created a gradient you can go 
back and adjust it at any time, and you 
can even use a brush to mask areas that 
you don’t want to be adjusted.

in this tutorial we’ll show you how to 
use the graduated Filter to enhance a 
typical seascape in which the sky has 
been overexposed. Click ‘Watch the 
Video’ to see how it’s done…

t

AFTER

bEFoRE

WANT To LEARN hoW To usE LighTRoom FAsTER? gET ThE WhoLE couRsE NoW!
if you don’t want to wait a whole year to learn how to use lightroom, you can download our whole course 
from the Photography Week app for just $19.99/£11.99. We’ll be including one part of the course every week 
until the end of the year in the magazine, so the choice is yours: wait and take the course for free, or buy it 
now and learn faster, with all the videos in one place!
http://tiny.cc/0bxaqx

WaTCH THe V ideO 
ht tp : // t iny.cc /4q3m6x



All you need to make your best photos even better

on sale now!

Read the book

watch 
the dvd

download 
the app

myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/photo

http://gb.zinio.com/www/browse/product.jsp?rf=sch&productId=500920770
http://www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/photography-guides-and-specials/Teach-Yourself-Lightroom.html
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/teach-yourself-lightroom/id849654900?mt=8


In need of constant illumination for stills or video? Grab a mini LED lamp!

constant LED Lamps

1 LimELitE mosaic soLo on-camEra LED £69, $130 
2 mEtz mEcaLight LED-480 £75, $125

3 riftLabs KicK £130, $150

4 manfrotto LumiE musE £100, $120
5 hama 40 LED photo/ViDEo sLim panEL £69, $150

6 rotoLight rL-48 LED crEatiVE coLour Kit V2 £100, $100

G R O U P  T E S T

1 2 3

4 65



group test: constant LeD Lamps

Similar in design philosophy to the Limelite Mosaic Solo, 
this Metz lamp is smaller and lighter at 115x70x48mm 

and 250g, and the active light panel area containing 72 
LEDs is downsized to 85x45mm. The supplied diffuser 
and tungsten filter attach via a neat magnetic system, 

while, around the back, there’s a simple rotary on/
off and power-control knob. The Metz runs on four AA 

batteries, and also has a DC input socket for connecting 
an (optional) external power pack.

Three tripod attachment sockets are built into the case, 
one at the bottom and one at each side. A tripod/hotshoe 

adaptor is supplied, and there’s the option of attaching 
two additional Metz LED-160 lamps, either directly at each 

side or via goosenecks. Maximum output is a little lower 
than some of the competition, at 7.2EV and f/1.6.

Limelite 
mosaic solo 

on-camera LED 
£69, $130

www.limelite.uk.com

Engineered by Bowens, this is the chunkiest and  
heaviest lamp in the group at 171x75x42mm and 450g, 

and it also feels the most robust product. Along with the 
Metz, it has the joint-highest number of individual LEDs 
at 72, but they’re arranged in a larger grid, producing a 

145x75mm illumination area. The wide 70-degree beam 
angle is tailored to widescreen movie capture, and 

dimming is steplessly variable.
The lamp is powered by eight AA cells and a low-voltage 

power cable (compatible with an optional AC adaptor). 
Other useful features are a slot-in diffusion panel and 
tungsten colour-balance filter, plus a tripod/hotshoe 
mounting bracket with mini-ball head, which you can 
attach to the bottom or side of the lamp. It’s top of the 
class for tested maximum output, at 8.5EV and f/2.2.

metz
mecalight 
LED-480  

£75, $125
www.metzflash.co.uk

Pros Easily expandable; optional external power socket.
Cons Maximum output power is a little underwhelming.

We say: Works well, but it’s not the most powerful on test.

Pros Upmarket build quality; relatively powerful output.
Cons Not as ultra-compact as some lamps in the group.
We say: Great performance, build and price (in the UK).



group test: constant LeD Lamps

The Kick uses 48 LEDs in a rectangular array that has a 
similar surface area to that of the 72-LED Metz, and it 
has a fixed internal battery like the Manfrotto, which is 

recharged via a USB socket. However, it’s more at home 
attached to an iPhone than to a camera. Indeed, there’s an 
iPhone bay at the back and a tripod socket at the side, but 

there’s no hotshoe adaptor.
Basic controls for output power and lighting colour are 
built-in, but the Wi-Fi-enabled Kick has broader options 
when controlled from a smartphone using the free iOS 
or Android app, with a wider range of lighting colours 

available, along with special effects for video shooting, 
such as flickering candle or lightning storm.  

The maximum power output is the joint-lowest 
in the group, along with the Rotolight, at 6.8EV and f/1.2.

Manfrotto has concentrated on miniaturisation for 
the design of its pocket-sized Lumie Muse. The light 

measures just 86x59x28mm and weighs a mere 175g, 
while the lamp is based on just eight LEDs, and the 

circular LED light aperture has a diameter of only 45mm. A 
similarly petite tripod/hotshoe adaptor is supplied, along 

with a diffuser and two warming filters.
The lamp is powered by an internal Li-ion cell, which is 

charged via a USB socket. The battery should last at least 
an hour, even when the lamp is used at full power, but a 
full recharge can take two hours or more, and you can’t 
use the lamp while it’s charging. Four different output 

levels are available via successive presses of the single 
operating switch, and the maximum output is respectable 

at 7.7EV and f/1.8.

riftlabs
Kick 

£130, $150
www.riftlabs.com

manfrotto 
Lumie muse 

£100, $120
www.manfrotto.com

Pros Smartphone control; special effects for video.
Cons Can’t be used while recharging built-in battery.

We say: It’s a cool gadget with plenty of features.

Pros Very compact and light; good output for eight LEDs.
Cons Can’t be used during recharging; tiny light source.

We say: Wonderfully small, but recharging can be a pain.



group test: constant LeD Lamps

hama
40 LED photo/Video 

slim panel  
£69, $150
www.hama.com

rotolight
rL-48 LED

 creative colour Kit V2 
£100, $100 
www.rotolight.com

This Hama lamp consists of two parts joined together 
by a flexible 30cm gooseneck. The base includes the 
battery chamber (three AAA batteries required) and a 

hotshoe foot with tripod socket, while the small 80x50mm 
panel houses 40 LEDs, plus a dimmer knob at the rear. In 
practice the gooseneck feels awkward, and the label that 
warns against twisting the head or base on the gooseneck 

doesn’t inspire confidence. Clip-on panels are included 
for diffusion, and tungsten colour balancing.

Hama doesn’t quote a beam angle (the wider the beam, 
the better the peripheral illumination), but in our tests, 

there was little to choose between the Hama and other 
lamps in the group, while maximum output power was 

slightly above average at 8.1EV, corresponding to an 
aperture of f/2.

This 48-LED lamp looks like the constant lighting 
equivalent of a conventional ring flash. Just like a ring 

flash it can produce halo catchlights in the eyes of 
subjects, although with an internal diameter of just 37mm 

it definitely won’t fit over any of your lenses - the hole 
in the centre of the light panel is intended to fit over 

a shotgun mic for video shooting, or for attaching the 
supplied hotshoe/tripod-mounting stand.

Unlike all the other lamps on test, it has no dimmer 
switch or knob, so it can only be used at maximum power. 

Instead, the lamp is supplied with a range of neutral 
density filters, as well as colour correction and diffusion 
filters, made by none other than Lee Filters. It’s powered 

by three AA batteries, but in our tests gave a relatively 
meagre maximum power output of 6.8EV and f/1.2.

Pros Lightweight; above-average maximum output.
Cons Gooseneck feels quite fragile and flimsy.

We say: Decent performance, but suspect build quality.

Pros Good range of filters; makes interesting catch-lights. 
Cons Power not adjustable; relatively poor value in the UK.

We say: It’s well made, and a good buy in the US.
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Digital Camera 
WorlD

A monthly magazine 
that aims to improve 

your photography with 
an inspirational mix of 

amazing images and 
how-to articles.

PhotoPlus
PhotoPlus is a monthly 
magazine for Canon 
photographers that 
features expert advice, 
tips and video tutorials 
on all things Canon.

PraCtiCal 
PhotoshoP
Improve your Photoshop 
skills with the monthly 
guide to creating 
stunning images.  
Each issue comes with 
expert video lessons.  

teaCh yourself 
PhotoshoP 
Transform your 
images with the 

expert tips and advice in 50 
Photoshop video tutorials. 
Discover the power of layers, 
blending modes, raw file 
editing and more with this 
easy-to-follow course.

Check out these other fantastic photography apps for iPad & iPhone

teaCh yourself 
lightroom  
Unleash the 
creative power 

of the Lightroom digital 
darkroom with this 50-part 
video course. Enhance 
landscapes, master black 
and white, make gorgeous 
portraits and more.

teaCh yourself 
raW in 
PhotoshoP 
Learn how to 

use Adobe’s professional-
level raw file editor to make 
amazing prints from your 
photos. Every important tool 
in Camera Raw explained in 
detail by our experts.

Creative  
slr skills 
Learn a 
range of 

new photography skills 
with this 30-part video 
training course designed 
to stimulate your 
creativity and boost your 
photographic confidence.

MORE GREAT MAGAZINES FROM  
THE MAKERS OF PHOTOGRAPHy wEEK

sA P P

n-Photo
N-Photo is a monthly 

magazine for Nikon 
photographers, and is 
packed with technique 

and Photoshop video 
lessons every month. 
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COMPOSITION
 Landscapes  Portraits  Wildlife  Street   Still-life

Master the art of...

FREE  
2016

CALENDAR

beAutiful 2016 
Photo cAleNDAR
9 tiPs cARDs to 
PRiNt AND keeP

The definitive guide 
to SLR photography

WIN! A COMPLETE HOME STUDIO KIT WORTH £2000

For three months I literally sat  
in the water just to mask my  

scent, and eventually I got those 
photographs of the lions  
Greg du Toit, Wildlife Photographer

Issue 53 • Dec 2015  
www.digitalcameraworld.com

5 entry-level SLRs on test

 yOUR fIRST 

NIKON

fAIRgROUND 
ATTRACTION
Discover how to capture the colour 
and excitement of a seasonal fair

core skills

Go behind the scenes of a shoot with a landscape legend

■ buy a beTTeR nIkon boDy oR LenS ■ Go FuLL-FRame 
■ Go LonGeR ■ Go WIDeR ■ Go FaSTeR!

essential nikon kit

ULTIMATE
 UPgRADES!

TRIPODS ON TEST
We pit a £180 classic against a £1000 beast!

heaD to heaD

apprentice

CHARLIE WAITE 
MASTERCLASS

bE INSPIRED 
enjoy our pick of the world’s best 
landscape images from 2015 p18

OPEN bRACKET 
nail tricky exposures every time 
with our step-by-step guide p46

gO jURASSIC! 
Have fun with forced 
perspective p50

www.digitalcameraworld.com
Issue 57  December 2015

Learn PhotoshoP cc & Lightroom the easy way!

PhotoshoP tricks to blow your stockings off!
Festive eFFects

creative 
montage tiPs 

learn how to 
dodge and burn

Perfect Portraits  
with brushes

Learn how
 to 

make beaut
iful 

Christmas art 
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